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NEW YORK, USA, June 16, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- 2140Miner, the

leading blockchain mining machine

supplier, focuses on the best quality

machinery, highly advanced

manufacturing, and efficient

cryptocurrency mining capabilities to

serve worldwide customers with the

best in the industry. Founded in April

2014, 2140Miner specializes in

cryptocurrency mining machinery

production, enabling miners to mine

cryptocurrencies efficiently while

maintaining optimal performance and

stability. 

2140Miner, China’s leading

Whatsminer mining machine supplier,

is committed to professional quality

and excellent service. The company features a 500 square meters plant with a management staff

of over a hundred people and electronic monitoring equipment for convenient mining machine

management, on-site inspection, and demonstration. 2140Miner exports its products worldwide,

where they have garnered acclaim at every level. 

With a mission to deliver the best quality machinery for efficient cryptocurrency mining,

2140Miner excels as China's leading Bitmain mining machine supplier. The company has several

mines for excavating and storing mining machines. To remain at the top of the industry globally,

the company is committed to continually improving and educating its employees, as well as

observing the latest trends in the blockchain industry for inspiration. 

2140Miner provides exceptional cryptocurrency machinery, cargo cleaning, testing, and

packaging services for customers in overseas markets. The company operates an independent

foreign trade department to connect with overseas customers worldwide. The company

cooperates with thousands of customers worldwide and wins their trust and praise for

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.2140miner.com/


professional service and excellent quality.

"2140Miner sincerely hopes to be your partner for worldwide business. We aim to become one

of China's top three suppliers of cryptocurrency miners and AMPS. Each product we deliver aims

to fulfill the expectations of our customers. We do not only have to adapt to the market's needs

but constantly adjust our business strategy to meet the market's needs," said the company's

Founder. 

With over eight years of experience in the blockchain industry, 2140Miner provides its customers

with comprehensive service and peak performance. The company's commitment to excellence in

cryptocurrency miners and AMP builds trust and loyalty for the brand amongst its customers.

2140Miner is a professional ASIC mining machinery and accessories supplier in Guangdong,

China. Established in April 2014, the company offers Bitmain mining machine, Whatsminer

mining machine, Goldshell, Innosilicon, Avalon, Ipollo, StrongU, Jasminer, and parts for mining.

2140Miner specializes in cross-border e-commerce. As one of the top producers of

cryptocurrency technology, 2140Miner strives to develop the blockchain field and become the

global one-stop solution provider of Blockchain mining machine in the area.

The Bitmain Antminer KS3 is a robust mining device manufactured by Bitmain. Tentatively to be

released in August 2023, the mining rig has been designed to provide efficient cryptocurrency

mining capabilities. The product highlights compact and sturdy build quality with advanced latest

gen hash board architecture. The Antminer KS3 price is genuine considering Antminer KS3

profitability. You can buy Antminer KS3 from the 2140Miner website.

Company Website: https://www.2140miner.com/

Phone: 0086-13802589874

E-mail: sales005@2140miner.com

Adress: No. 525, Bulong Road, Maantang Community, Bantian Street, Longgang District,

Shenzhen,Guangdong, China
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